
Survey Evaluation

Background, target group and size

Q: What do you find most frustration during ML development?

Q: How many years of experience do you have in ML? Q: On what use case are you working on?

Q: How important is version control on data for your work?

The survey had the goal to asess the main problems during the whole value added chain in Machine Learning
projects. The target group adressed are mainly professional data scientist and developers aiming at working in
ML projects. We used different meetup sessions and channels to engage with the target group. As of this date
in total 103 (=N) participated with the following results.
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Code / Algorithm related problems

Training related problems

0 as the lowest, 10 as the highest
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Other probems (environment, hardware, team management)

Noticible correlation: the more the use case is for “production”, the higher the importance for version control 
on data 

Avg.: 6.7 Med.: 6 Mode: 9
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Q: How important is version control on models for your work?
0 as the lowest, 10 as the highest
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Noticible correlation: it seems that only for “experimental” use cases or for inexperienced data scientist version 
control on models is not so important.

Avg.: 6.9 Med.: 5 Mode: 8
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The bigger the letters, the more it was chosen.
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Q: What tools do you use for ML development?

Q: What takes the most time of your work?

71 participants mentioned data

49 participants mentioned algorithms / models

17 participants mentioned coordinating the team

42 participants mentioned research

13 participants mentioned software engineering
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Q: How important is community provided content (such as data sets, data operations) for your work?
0 as the lowest, 10 as the highest
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Noticible correlation: it seems that only for experienced data scientists (above 10 years of experience) the
importance of open source content diminishes. For inexperienced data scientists it is very important.

Avg.: 7.2 Med.: 4 Mode: 8
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Q: How important is replicability of results for your work?
0 as the lowest, 10 as the highest
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Noticible correlation: no matter on what use cases or how experienced, replicability is always very important
for the majority of participants.

Avg.: 9.4 Med.: 2 Mode: 10
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